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•  Explore the techniques used within commercial 
	 	 practice	to	help	define	brand	led	creative	concepts 

•  Help plan and structure your idea generation 
  phase so as not to repeat tasks 

• 	 Communicate	your	concept	ideas	more	effectively 

•  Ensure that your developed concepts stay true to their origins 

• 		To	understand	the	value	of	defining	concepts	clearly	within	the	 
    initial design development stages
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Products, services, and environments—both physical and online are 
converging to anticipate and meet rising customer expectations.

In this novel mix, product companies will be pushed to create services and 
service	providers	to	incorporate	products	into	their	offerings.

Both will face the challenge of developing great user environments as part 
of customer-centric strategies.

Customer Experience
 Designing Retail Traditions

Breschi.R,Freundt.T,Orebcak.M,Vollhardt.K (2017) “The Exapanding Role of Design in Creating an end-to-end customer 
experience” Available at https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/operations/our-insights/the-expanding-role-of-design-
in-creating-an-end-to-end-customer-experience [Accesed:16 Aug 2017]
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Customer Experience
 Designing Retail Traditions

The profound knowledge and simple pleasure derived from the objects and 
services they sell lies behind every experience of buying at these stores. The 

stores themselves are not there to surprise or draw people’s attention
with novelty, but designed to allow the public the opportunity to share 

and learn from the accumulated wisdom of the owners; to celebrate in the 
simple functional and aesthetic properties of well made products.

Proudfoot.B (2018) “Learning From Lisbon - Designing a Retail Tradition” : Available at https:// www.linkedin.com/pulse/
learning-from-lisbon-designing-retail-tradition-brian-proudfoot/ [ Accessed: 26 Nov 2018]



Customer Experience
 Designing Retail Traditions



Case Study 1
Luxury Diamond Retail



Launch of new exclusive 
numbered diamond product

-How to create standout within 
jewellery category

 

Case Study 1: Business Strategy



1. Brand Strategy - 
Defining the concept approach



A Journey Of Discovery From Light to Dark.
The most intimate and important experience of buying a diamond is characterised by 

standard retail fixtures and an overwhelming sense of the unknown.

To create stand out Forevermark must take the customer on a journey of enlightenment.

The Forevermark experience will educate and empower through a singular design 
approach, where the customer is taken on a journey to understand the origins and unique 

characteristics of their diamond selection.

This singularity will inform the uncompromising nature of the displays, materials and forms 
that will allow the diamonds to be shown in their best possible light.

The process of discovery and interaction will engage through privacy, simplicity and ease 
that will reassure the customer that they have made the right choice upon leaving the store.

Brand Statement



2. Customer Experience - 
Constructing a Narrative

Beginning Middle End



MOMENT

EMOTION

APPLICATIONS

NEED STATE

BRAND MOMENT

OPPORTUNITIES

CHALLENGES/
LIMITATIONS

SHOP WINDOW GREETING ABOUT THE STONE JEWELLERY SELECTION VIEWING MOMENT PURCHASE DELIVERY

Determination
Excitement
Anticipation

It’s the big day - need to
make the right choice

Use light (installations, 
colours) in order to 

maximise impact without
space restrictions

Use day and night

Small display and 
branding space as it’s a 

hosted environment

Limited shop frontage

Open the communication
channel with the client

Put the client as ease

Anticipate emotional and
need state 

Use light as a 
welcoming beacon

Create a dimind display
which plays up the 

radiance of the stone
Create special discovery

zones where the customer
interacts with the stone
Allow for some private/

personal space
Customisation - pick a 

stone and choose setting
Brand bonding moment

Magic, Radiant “The confidant” Intimate, Intense, 
Radiant, Magentic

Intimate, Intense, 
Radiant, Magentic

Precious PreciousIntimate, Magentic

Need to Feel at ease -
guided and understood

Need to learn about
technicalities. Need to

make an informed decision

Need to make 
the right decision

Need to feel like it’s the
right choice. Need to have

the extra layer of guarantee

Need to feel like he’s
recived his money’s worth

Need to feelreassured

Relief
Ease

Connection

Fascination
Excitement
Stimulation

Anxiety Trepidation Satisfaction
Reassurance

Pride

SHOP WINDOW

Determination
Excitement
Anticipation

MOMENT

Forevermark Retail Experience
Customer Profile – Male (USA) buying an Engagement ring

APPLICATIONS

NEED STATE It’s the big day – need to make 
the right choice 

Magnetic
Radiant

“The confidante” Intimate
Intense
Radiant
Magnetic

Intimate
Magnetic

Intimate
Intense
Radiant
Magnetic

Precious

Need to feel at ease –
guided and understood

Need to learn about
technicalities

Need to make an informed
decision

Need to make the right 
decision

Need to feel like it’s the right
choice

Need to have the extra layer
of guarantee

Need to feel like he’s received
his money’s worth

Use light (installations,
colours) in order to maximise
impact without space 
restrictions

Use day and night

Open the communication
channel with the client

Put the client at ease

Anticipate emotional and 
need state

Use light as a welcoming
beacon

Create a diamond display
which plays up the radiance 
of the stone

Create special discovery zones
where the customer interacts 
with the stone

Allow for some private/ 
personal space

Customisation – 
pick a stone and choose
a setting

Brand bonding moment

Expertise – Special training
required so that staff
communicate effectively

Staff uniforms to heighten
the overall effect

Limitations with display space

Limited lounge/
real estate space

Special training required
so that staff communicate
effectively

Space/real estate restrictions 

Ensure that sales staff are
knowledgeable and
encouraging without
being pushy

Provide viewers at all
retail outlets

Special training required
so that staff communicate
effectively

Expertise – Special training
required so that staff
communicate effectively

Small display and branding
space as it’s a hosted
environment

Limited shop frontage

Create differentiated
merchandising materials like
stands, lighting etc. which
offsets the beauty of the stone

Ensure that sales staff are
knowledgeable and
encouraging without
being pushy

Private space where the 
customer can take his time

Create a sense of drama

Re-design the viewer so that
it makes the moment more 
‘glamorous’

Create a sense of ownership

Dramatise the purchase
through selection of box,
wrapping

Provide sweeteners – 
certificate, options box, after
sales delivery, loyalty clubs,
free ring cleaning services,
news letters, special offers
on related services, invitations
to events like jewellery shows

Precious

Need to feel reassured

CRM network set up

Prolong the brand moment

Play up the ‘preciousness’
of the product

Create a relationship with
the customer

Promote repeat visits
and purchases

BRAND MOMENT

OPPORTUNITIES

CHALLENGES/
LIMITATIONS

EMOTION

GREETING

Relief
Ease
Connection

ALL ABOUT THE STONE

Fascination
Excitement
Stimulation

JEWELLERY SELECTION

Anxiety

VIEWING MOMENT

Trepidation

PURCHASE

Satisfaction

DELIVERY

Reassurance
Pride

Shop window
Display plinths

Human interaction
Light ‘beacon’
Furniture

Display of stones
Brand story – film, book

Technical material
Jewellery display
Furniture

Viewer Box
Certificate

Bag

SHOP WINDOW

Determination
Excitement
Anticipation

MOMENT

Forevermark Retail Experience
Customer Profile – Male (USA) buying an Engagement ring

APPLICATIONS

NEED STATE It’s the big day – need to make 
the right choice 
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Radiant
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Intimate
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colours) in order to maximise
impact without space 
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Use day and night

Open the communication
channel with the client

Put the client at ease

Anticipate emotional and 
need state

Use light as a welcoming
beacon

Create a diamond display
which plays up the radiance 
of the stone

Create special discovery zones
where the customer interacts 
with the stone

Allow for some private/ 
personal space

Customisation – 
pick a stone and choose
a setting

Brand bonding moment

Expertise – Special training
required so that staff
communicate effectively

Staff uniforms to heighten
the overall effect

Limitations with display space

Limited lounge/
real estate space

Special training required
so that staff communicate
effectively

Space/real estate restrictions 

Ensure that sales staff are
knowledgeable and
encouraging without
being pushy

Provide viewers at all
retail outlets

Special training required
so that staff communicate
effectively

Expertise – Special training
required so that staff
communicate effectively

Small display and branding
space as it’s a hosted
environment

Limited shop frontage

Create differentiated
merchandising materials like
stands, lighting etc. which
offsets the beauty of the stone

Ensure that sales staff are
knowledgeable and
encouraging without
being pushy

Private space where the 
customer can take his time

Create a sense of drama

Re-design the viewer so that
it makes the moment more 
‘glamorous’

Create a sense of ownership

Dramatise the purchase
through selection of box,
wrapping

Provide sweeteners – 
certificate, options box, after
sales delivery, loyalty clubs,
free ring cleaning services,
news letters, special offers
on related services, invitations
to events like jewellery shows

Precious

Need to feel reassured

CRM network set up

Prolong the brand moment

Play up the ‘preciousness’
of the product

Create a relationship with
the customer

Promote repeat visits
and purchases

BRAND MOMENT

OPPORTUNITIES

CHALLENGES/
LIMITATIONS

EMOTION

GREETING

Relief
Ease
Connection

ALL ABOUT THE STONE

Fascination
Excitement
Stimulation

JEWELLERY SELECTION

Anxiety

VIEWING MOMENT

Trepidation

PURCHASE

Satisfaction

DELIVERY

Reassurance
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Shop window
Display plinths

Human interaction
Light ‘beacon’
Furniture

Display of stones
Brand story – film, book

Technical material
Jewellery display
Furniture

Viewer Box
Certificate

Bag

Expertise - Special 
training required so 

that staff communicate 
effectively

Special training required 
so that staff communicate 

effectively

Space/real estate 
restrictions

Expertise - Special training 
required so that staff 

communicate effectively
Staff uniform to heighten

the overall effect
Limitations with display space

Limited lounge/ real estate space

Ensure that sales staff are 
knowledgeable and encouraging 

without being pushy
Provide viewers at all 

retail outlets
Special training required so that 

staff communicate effectively

CRM network set up

Create differentiated 
merchandising materials 
like stands, lighting etc. 
which offset the beauty 

of the stone

Ensure that sales staff are 
knowledgeable and 

encouraging without 
being pushy

Private space where the 
customer can take 

his time

Create a sense of drama

Re-design the viewer so 
that it makes the moment 

more ‘glamorous’

Create a sense of 
ownership

Dramatise the purchase 
through selection of box, 

wrapping

Provide sweetners - 
certificate, options box, 

after sales delivery, 
loyalty clubs, free ring 
cleaning services, new 

letters, special offers on 
related services, 

inivations to events like 
jewellery shows

Prolong the brand 
moment

Play up the ‘preciousness’ 
of the product

Create a relationship with 
the customer

Promore repeate visits and 
purchases

Forevermark Retail Experience Customer Profile - Male (USA) Buying an Engagement ring



Challenges/
Limitations
Small display and 
branding space as it’s 
a hosted environment

Limited shop frontage

Determination, 
Excitement, 
Anticipation

Opportunities
Use light (installations,
colours) in order to 
maximise impact without 
space restrictions

Use day and night

Need State

Brand Moment

It’s the big day – need 
to make the right choice

Magnetic, Radient

Emotion

Shop Window



Use Light instalations in 
order to maximise impact 
with space restrictions

Shop Window

Shop window, display plinths

Application



Greeting

Challenges/
Limitations
Expertise – Special 
training required so 
that	staff	communicate	
effectively

Relief, 
Ease, 
Connection

Opportunities
Open the communication 
channel with the client

Put the client at ease 

Anticipate emotional
and need state

Use light as a welcoming 
beacon

Need State

Brand Moment

Need to feel at ease –
guided and understood

“The	Confidante”

Emotion



Greeting

Use Light as a 
welcoming beacon - 
put the client at ease

Human interaction,
light ‘beacon’ furniture

Application



Greeting



All About Stone

Challenges/
Limitations
Expertise – Special 
training required so 
that	staff	communicate	
effectively

Staff	uniforms	to	
heighten the overall 
effect

Limitations with display 
space
Limited lounge/real 
estate space

Fascination, Excitement,
Stimulation

Opportunities
Create a diamond display 
which plays up the 
radiance of the stone

Create special discovery 
zones where the 
customer interacts with 
the stone

Allow for some private/
personal space

Customisation – pick 
a stone and choose a 
setting

Need State

Brand Moment

Need to learn about 
technicalities

Need to make an 
informed decision

Intimate, Intense, Radiant, 
Magnetic

Emotion



All About Stone

Create a diamond 
display which plays 
up the radiance 
of the stone

Display of stones Brand 
story	-	film,	book

Application



All About Stone



Jewellery Selection

Challenges/
Limitations

Anxiety

Opportunities
Create	differentiated	
marchandising materials 
like stands, lighting etc. 
which	offsets	the	beauty	
of the stone

Ensure	that	sales	staff	
are knowledgeable and 
encouraging without 
being pushy
 
Private space where the 
customer can take 
their time

Special training required 
so	that	staff	communicate	
effectively

Space/real estate 
restrictions

Need State

Brand Moment

Need to make the 
right decision

Intimate, Magnetic

Emotion



Jewellery Selection

Create	differentiated	
merchandising 
material

Shop window, display plinths

Application



Jewellery Selection



Viewing Moment

Anxiety

Opportunities
Create a sense of drama 

Re-design the viewer 
so that it makes 
the moment more 
‘glamorous’ 

Create a sense of 
ownership

Need State

Brand Moment

Need to feel like it is the 
right choice 

Need to have the extra 
layer of guarantee

Intimate, Intense
Radiant, Magnetic

Emotion



Viewing Moment

Create a sense
of drama

Viewer

Application



Viewing Moment



Purchase

Satisfaction

Opportunities
Dramatise the purchase 
through selection of box, 
wrapping

Provide sweetners - 
Certificate,	options	box,	
after sales delivery loyalty 
clubs, free ring cleaning 
services, news letters, 
special	offers	on	related	
services, invitations to 
events like jewellery shows

Need State

Brand Moment

Need to feel like 
they have recived his 
money’s worth

Precious

Emotion



Delivery

Satisfaction

Opportunities
Prolong the brand 
moment

Play up the ‘preciousness’ 
of the product

Create a relationship with 
the customer

Promote repeat visits and 
purchases

CRM network set up

Need State

Brand Moment

Need to feel 
reassured

Precious

Emotion



Purchase

Application

Box,	Certificate

Purchase / Delivery



Purchase / Delivery

Play up the 
preciousness of 
the product

Application

Bag



Welcome

Entice

Inform - All About The Stone

Consultation 

Sales / After Care

Jewellery 
Selection

Viewing 
Moment

Entrance

Customer Experience - Proposition Layout



Outcome



Outcome



Outcome



Case Study 2
Telecoms Retail



-How to connect shoppers to the 
benefits	of	mobile technology

-Encourage shoppers to engage 
with products

 

Case Study 2: Business Strategy



1. Brand Strategy -
Defining The Concept Approach



We bring you the latest technolgy for how YOU want to use it 
– Business or Pleasure.

We explain clearly the benefits.

Whats new and latest to fit YOUR lifestyle.

We can accommodate all your PERSONAL needs from home 
broadband to mobile connectivity, all at superfast 4G speeds.

One to one discussion - We can help.

Case Study 1: A Personal Connection



Offer How Do We Sound Retail Experience

Provide you with all your multi 
channel requirements at 4G speed

Bring you the latest innovation and 
lifestyle choices to help organise 
and expand your mobile life

Allow you to try and experience the 
latest products

Educate on technology and all it’s
possibilites

Make technology ‘meaningful’

We offer you all you need

We are leaders in technology 
and service

How can we help?

Personal

Honest and Friendly

Clear, simple and confident

Try for yourself - Handheld Demos

Welcoming, simple understanding
of where I go for assistance 

Lastest devices, bold and exciting 

Clear communication of Multi 
channel linkages

Customer centric

Engaging displays of brand stories 
and 4G benefits

Convenient

Efficient service

A Personal Connection - Approach



NEED STATE

EMOTION

APPLICATIONS &
OPPORTUNITES

BRAND MOMENT

WELCOME ME SHOW ME AND
LET ME TRY

HELP ME LEARN
SOMETHING NEW

HELP ME DECIDE

Refreshing - At ease, no hard sell

We are first choice for the customer
We bring you the latest technology 

and products encouraging you to try it We understand your needs We will advise you in your purchase 
and offer after sales support

Excited - Want to get involved Intrigued - learn more 
about technology

Reassured - made the right
choice, value for money

Communicate and explain
multi channel offers clearly 

to customer

A welcome advisor to greet
each customer and direct them

Reassure the customer is in
the right place for their 

mobile needs

Highlight bundle offers to cross
sell products and accessories

Partner with phone manufacturers
to create innovative platforms and

promotions to engage new 
customers

Live in store Partnership demos
and hand held trials to involve and 

attract customers

Promote limited edition 
accessories curated by EE

1-1 demonstrations

Display panels which show
brand benefits - confirm the

right choice.

Engaging Consultation Area

Casual consulation points
where discussion can take place

and allow cross sell opportunities

A focussed area where play and
discovery is at the heart of the

customer experience

Help Me Decide

Reassured - made the right 
choice, value for money

Display panels which show 
brand benefits - confirm the 
right choice.

Engaging Consultation Area

We will advise you in 
your purchase and o�er 
after sales support

Help Me learn 
Something New

Intrigued - learn more about 
technology

Casual consulation points
where discussion can take place 
and allow cross sell 
opportunities

A focussed area where play and 
discovery is at the heart of the 
customer experience

We understand your needs

Need State

Emotion

Applications &
Opportunites

Brand Moment

A Personal Connection - Customer Need State Journey
Concept 

Welcome Me

Refreshing - At ease, no hard 
sell

Communicate and explain 
multi channel o�ers clearly to 
customer

A welcome advisor to greet 
each customer and direct 
them

Reassure the customer is in 
the right place for their mobile 
needs

Highlight bundle o�ers to cross 
sell products and accessories

We are first choice 
for the customer

Show Me And 
Let Me Try

Excited - Want to get involved

Partner with phone manufacturers
to create innovative platforms and 
promotions to engage new 
customers

Live in store Partnership demos 
and hand held trials to involve and 
attract customers

Promote limited edition accessories 
curated by EE

1-1 demonstrations

We bring you the latest 
technology and products 
encouraging you to try it
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Help Me Decide

Reassured - made the right 
choice, value for money

Display panels which show 
brand benefits - confirm the 
right choice.

Engaging Consultation Area

We will advise you in 
your purchase and o�er 
after sales support

Help Me learn 
Something New

Intrigued - learn more about 
technology

Casual consulation points
where discussion can take place 
and allow cross sell 
opportunities

A focussed area where play and 
discovery is at the heart of the 
customer experience

We understand your needs

Need State

Emotion

Applications &
Opportunites

Brand Moment

A Personal Connection - Customer Need State Journey
Concept 

Welcome Me

Refreshing - At ease, no hard 
sell

Communicate and explain 
multi channel o�ers clearly to 
customer

A welcome advisor to greet 
each customer and direct 
them

Reassure the customer is in 
the right place for their mobile 
needs

Highlight bundle o�ers to cross 
sell products and accessories

We are first choice 
for the customer

Show Me And 
Let Me Try

Excited - Want to get involved

Partner with phone manufacturers
to create innovative platforms and 
promotions to engage new 
customers

Live in store Partnership demos 
and hand held trials to involve and 
attract customers

Promote limited edition accessories 
curated by EE

1-1 demonstrations

We bring you the latest 
technology and products 
encouraging you to try it
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Help Me Decide

Reassured - made the right 
choice, value for money

Display panels which show 
brand benefits - confirm the 
right choice.

Engaging Consultation Area

We will advise you in 
your purchase and o�er 
after sales support

Help Me learn 
Something New

Intrigued - learn more about 
technology

Casual consulation points
where discussion can take place 
and allow cross sell 
opportunities

A focussed area where play and 
discovery is at the heart of the 
customer experience

We understand your needs

Need State

Emotion

Applications &
Opportunites

Brand Moment

A Personal Connection - Customer Need State Journey
Concept 

Welcome Me

Refreshing - At ease, no hard 
sell

Communicate and explain 
multi channel o�ers clearly to 
customer

A welcome advisor to greet 
each customer and direct 
them

Reassure the customer is in 
the right place for their mobile 
needs

Highlight bundle o�ers to cross 
sell products and accessories

We are first choice 
for the customer

Show Me And 
Let Me Try

Excited - Want to get involved

Partner with phone manufacturers
to create innovative platforms and 
promotions to engage new 
customers

Live in store Partnership demos 
and hand held trials to involve and 
attract customers

Promote limited edition accessories 
curated by EE

1-1 demonstrations

We bring you the latest 
technology and products 
encouraging you to try it
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A Personal Connection - Customer Need State Journey



Need State- Welcome Me

Refreshing - At ease, 
no hard sell

Applications &
Opportunities
Communicate and explain 
multi	channel	offer	clearly	
to customer

A welcome advisor to 
greet each customer and 
direct them 

Reassure the customer is 
in the right place for their 
mobile needs

Highlight	bundle	offers	
to cross sell products and 
accessories

Brand Moment
Refreshing - At ease, 
no hard sell

Emotion

NEED STATE

EMOTION

APPLICATIONS &
OPPORTUNITES

BRAND MOMENT

WELCOME ME SHOW ME AND
LET ME TRY

HELP ME LEARN
SOMETHING NEW

HELP ME DECIDE

Refreshing - At ease, no hard sell

We are first choice for the customer
We bring you the latest technology 

and products encouraging you to try it We understand your needs We will advise you in your purchase 
and offer after sales support

Excited - Want to get involved Intrigued - learn more 
about technology

Reassured - made the right
choice, value for money

Communicate and explain
multi channel offers clearly 

to customer

A welcome advisor to greet
each customer and direct them

Reassure the customer is in
the right place for their 

mobile needs

Highlight bundle offers to cross
sell products and accessories

Partner with phone manufacturers
to create innovative platforms and

promotions to engage new 
customers

Live in store Partnership demos
and hand held trials to involve and 

attract customers

Promote limited edition 
accessories curated by EE

1-1 demonstrations

Display panels which show
brand benefits - confirm the

right choice.

Engaging Consultation Area

Casual consulation points
where discussion can take place

and allow cross sell opportunities

A focussed area where play and
discovery is at the heart of the

customer experience

Help Me Decide

Reassured - made the right 
choice, value for money

Display panels which show 
brand benefits - confirm the 
right choice.

Engaging Consultation Area

We will advise you in 
your purchase and o�er 
after sales support

Help Me learn 
Something New

Intrigued - learn more about 
technology

Casual consulation points
where discussion can take place 
and allow cross sell 
opportunities

A focussed area where play and 
discovery is at the heart of the 
customer experience

We understand your needs

Need State

Emotion

Applications &
Opportunites

Brand Moment

A Personal Connection - Customer Need State Journey
Concept 

Welcome Me

Refreshing - At ease, no hard 
sell

Communicate and explain 
multi channel o�ers clearly to 
customer

A welcome advisor to greet 
each customer and direct 
them

Reassure the customer is in 
the right place for their mobile 
needs

Highlight bundle o�ers to cross 
sell products and accessories

We are first choice 
for the customer

Show Me And 
Let Me Try

Excited - Want to get involved

Partner with phone manufacturers
to create innovative platforms and 
promotions to engage new 
customers

Live in store Partnership demos 
and hand held trials to involve and 
attract customers

Promote limited edition accessories 
curated by EE

1-1 demonstrations

We bring you the latest 
technology and products 
encouraging you to try it
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Something New
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and allow cross sell 
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Welcome Me

Refreshing - At ease, no hard 
sell
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them
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the right place for their mobile 
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Highlight bundle o�ers to cross 
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for the customer

Show Me And 
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Excited - Want to get involved

Partner with phone manufacturers
to create innovative platforms and 
promotions to engage new 
customers

Live in store Partnership demos 
and hand held trials to involve and 
attract customers
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curated by EE

1-1 demonstrations

We bring you the latest 
technology and products 
encouraging you to try it
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Help Me Decide

Reassured - made the right 
choice, value for money

Display panels which show 
brand benefits - confirm the 
right choice.

Engaging Consultation Area

We will advise you in 
your purchase and o�er 
after sales support

Help Me learn 
Something New

Intrigued - learn more about 
technology

Casual consulation points
where discussion can take place 
and allow cross sell 
opportunities

A focussed area where play and 
discovery is at the heart of the 
customer experience

We understand your needs

Need State

Emotion

Applications &
Opportunites

Brand Moment

A Personal Connection - Customer Need State Journey
Concept 

Welcome Me

Refreshing - At ease, no hard 
sell

Communicate and explain 
multi channel o�ers clearly to 
customer

A welcome advisor to greet 
each customer and direct 
them

Reassure the customer is in 
the right place for their mobile 
needs

Highlight bundle o�ers to cross 
sell products and accessories

We are first choice 
for the customer

Show Me And 
Let Me Try

Excited - Want to get involved

Partner with phone manufacturers
to create innovative platforms and 
promotions to engage new 
customers

Live in store Partnership demos 
and hand held trials to involve and 
attract customers

Promote limited edition accessories 
curated by EE

1-1 demonstrations

We bring you the latest 
technology and products 
encouraging you to try it
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Entice

Need State Journey - Proposition Diagram
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•  Invest in time behind the idea 

•  Invest in having an opinion 

•  Interrogate the brief 

•  Clarity and longevity through exploration and questioning 

•  Form a statement and this will inform the design. 

•   The design should clearly and unequivocally have the  
			defined	qualities	that	have	been	identified

Conclusions



Q&A



Thank You!
www.idesigni.co.uk


